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ABSTRACT

Objectives To investigate the feasibility of eye-tracking-based testing of the speed of visual orienting in malnourished young children at rural clinics in Sierra Leone.

Design Prospective dual cohort study nested in a cluster-randomised trial.

Setting 8 sites participating in a cluster-randomised trial of supplementary feeding for moderate acute malnutrition (MAM).

Participants For the MAM cohort, all infants aged 7–11 months at the eight sites were enrolled, 138 altogether. For controls, a convenience sample of all non-malnourished infants aged 7–11 months at the same sites were eligible, 60 altogether. A sample of 30 adults at the sites also underwent eye-tracking tests as a further control.

Interventions Infants with MAM were provided with supplementary feeding.

Outcome measures The primary outcomes were feasibility and reliability of eye-tracking-based testing of saccadic reaction time (SRT). Feasibility was assessed by the percent of successful tests in the infants. Reliability was measured with intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC). Secondary outcomes were mean SRT based on nutritional state as well as changes in mean SRT after supplementary feeding of MAM children.

Results Infants exhibited consistent orienting to targets on a computer screen (>95% of valid trials). Mean SRTs had moderate stability within visits (ICCs 0.60–0.69) and across the 4-week test–retest interval (0.53) in infants; the adult control group had greater SRT stability (within visit ICC=0.92). MAM infants had a trend toward higher adjusted SRT at baseline (difference=12.4 ms, 95% CI −2 to 26.9, p=0.09) and improvement in SRT 4 weeks thereafter (difference=−14 ms, 95% CI −26.2 to −1.7, p=0.025) compared with age-matched controls.

Conclusions The results demonstrate the feasibility of eye-tracking-based testing in a resource-poor field setting and suggest eye-tracking measures have utility in the detection of group level effects of supplementary feeding.

INTRODUCTION

Children who lack access to appropriate nutrition, care and environmental stimulation in early childhood are at heightened risk for compromised learning and cognition, as well as persistent cognitive, emotional and social problems in adulthood.1–7 Although anthropometry offers a crude assessment of development, it remains the dominant means of assessing undernutrition in its acute and chronic forms. Field-applicable tests of neurocognitive function could add a dimension to the assessment of childhood development and contribute to our understanding of the process and effects of acute and chronic malnutrition.8

As a first step toward investigating the acute neurocognitive effects of early childhood undernutrition, we examined the feasibility and measurement properties of visual orienting testing in infants in low-resource settings. The capacity to orient eyes to visual objects (eg, abrupt onset of a stimulus) and hold them on key sources of information (eg, faces) emerges rapidly during the first 6 months of life in infants,9–14 and provides a foundation for the child’s ability to interact with the physical and social environment.15 No studies to date have tested whether measures of visual orienting are sensitive to short-term changes in neurocognitive status in individual children, but there is evidence of this utility in adults: the mean latency of visual orienting changes in response to mild

Strengths and limitations of this study

- Extension of technologically advanced eye-tracking testing into underserved and severely resource-limited settings.
- Robust testing of the reliability of the method employed.
- Repeated measurements collected for infants.
- Inclusion of two control groups, age-matched infants as well as adults, to investigate sources of variability in test results.
- Cohorts are small and included infants from a single district in rural Sierra Leone.
traumatic brain injuries (concussion) and provides a reliable measure for monitoring neurocognitive recovery in individual persons over a few days’ time. Studies of visual orienting in infants have shown positive associations between the speed of visual orienting at 4–7 months of age and performance IQ at 4 years of age, as well as executive function at age 11. Reduced orienting to faces in infancy has been associated with a heightened risk for autism and propensity to social-behavioural problems at 4 years.

Visual orienting testing in infants has benefited from the replacement of manual methods of eye movement coding with more automated methods of eye-tracking that use remote infrared light sources and cameras. The majority of studies examining infant visual orienting by automated eye-tracking come from high-resource laboratories in Western countries, but similar research has recently been expanded to assess visual orienting as well as other aspects of cognition in children in less studied populations in mid-income and low-income countries. These studies have shown that eye-tracking can be performed in low-resource settings, typically at central healthcare facilities, although the use of a portable system at participants’ homes in rural Vanuatu has also been reported. A study conducted in Malawi found no association between eye-tracking measures of visual orienting at 7–9 months and tests of cognitive and motor function at 18 months. However, positive correlations were found between eye-tracking measures of novelty preference (ie, preferential looking at a novel vs previously shown face) and conventional tests of cognitive function in 6–12 month-old Ugandan children.

The psychometric properties of eye-tracking measures (ie, reliability) are critical to assess the utility of this method in monitoring short-term cognitive changes in children. To our knowledge, only one of the studies conducted in low-resource settings used repeated measurements to assess reliability, showing low correlation (0.28) for the mean latency of visual orienting over a 2-month test–retest interval. It is possible, however, that the reliability of the measurements was degraded by the low sampling rate of the eye tracker used (60 Hz) as well as the low number of valid test trials (3–8) per participant.

Direct comparisons of groups of malnourished and non-malnourished children on eye-tracking measures are lacking. Weight-for-age z-scores were not correlated with the latency of visual orienting in 9-month-old Malawian infants, but the association may have been affected by the low reliability of the eye-tracking measurements. A recent study conducted in rural Malawi showed no effects of a complementary feeding intervention (one egg per day) on the latency of visual orienting or novelty preference in 12–15 month-old Malawian children. However, a study in the USA reported faster mean saccadic reaction times (SRTs) at 4–13 months of age in infants whose mothers were supplemented with 930 versus 480 mg of choline per day during the third trimester of pregnancy.

We expanded previous eye-tracking studies in low-resource settings by examining whether mean SRTs provide a reliable measure of cognitive changes in acute malnutrition in infants living in villages in rural, Sub-Saharan Africa, where poor nutrition and growth failures are common. Mean SRT has been found to have moderate test–retest reliability in studies in high-resource settings (r=0.65). Our aims were threefold. First, we examined the feasibility and measurement properties of SRT testing in infants in resource-poor settings by using a battery-powered eye tracker in a designated tent. Second, we tested the hypothesis that measures of visual orienting are associated with the nutritional status of the child, as demonstrated by slower SRT in malnourished children as compared with non-malnourished controls. Third, we examined whether visual orienting benefits from nutritional intervention.

METHODS

Patient and public involvement

Community leaders and local healthcare workers were engaged prior to the study to discuss the purpose of the study and nature of participation. Village leaders were also involved in site selection. Regular, open progress meetings with village leaders and local healthcare workers were held semiannually. A meeting for dissemination of results was held in August 2019 in Pujehun District.

Participant recruitment and design

Data for children were collected as a part of a larger intervention study comparing the cost-effectiveness of four supplementary foods in the treatment of moderate acute malnutrition (MAM) in Pujehun District, Sierra Leone, while data for adults were collected as part of a study assessing treatment approaches for MAM based on severity of wasting (figure 1). In the study setting, 29.9% of the population falls in the lowest quintile for income and 27.3% in the second lowest. The four foods intervention study was implemented in 29 Peripheral Health Units (PHUs), which were randomised to administer one of four supplementary foods to children 6–59 months of age diagnosed with MAM. Inclusion criteria were diagnosis of MAM, defined as mid-upper arm circumference (MUAC) ≥11.5 cm and <12.5 cm without bipedal oedema, caregiver willingness to return to clinic every 2 weeks for assessment and ability of the child to consume the supplementary food as demonstrated at enrolment. Exclusion criteria included developmental disability, congenital malformation and current or recent (up to 1 month) enrolment in a separate supplementary feeding programme.

Children were evaluated by anthropometry every 2 weeks, and for a minimum of 2 weeks, until a programmatic outcome was reached. These included recovery, development of severe acute malnutrition, death, loss to follow-up or not recovered despite 12 weeks of supplemental feeding. They received one of the following foods:
All participants enrolled in the study were assessed by eye-tracking-based tests of visual orienting and by conventional observational tests of oculomotor function. Children were tested at enrolment and again 4 weeks later. The 4-week time period was chosen because all MAM children received 4 weeks of rations, even if they achieved recovery after 2 weeks.

The four foods MAM study received ethical approval from the Tufts University Health Sciences Institutional Review Board, the Washington University in St Louis School of Medicine Institutional Review Board and the Sierra Leone Ethics and Scientific Review Committee, while the MAM study in which adult controls were recruited received ethical approval from the Washington University and Sierra Leone review boards. The project was introduced to communities through an open meeting with the chiefs and village leaders. After all questions and comments were addressed, agreement was obtained for offering the study in their community. Following this, open community meetings were held detailing the study, usually attended by 25–50 women, presumably mothers of the beneficiaries. Informed consent was obtained from all caregivers of participants with a private oral explanation of the procedure, risks and benefits. All beneficiary caregivers were illiterate, and signed or thumb-printed the consent form on behalf of their infants. The trial was registered at Clinicaltrials.gov (NCT03146897).
Eye-tracking testing
Setting and equipment
Infants were assessed in a 1.5 m (width)×1.5 m (length)×2 m (height) canopy tent with custom-made walls of monochromatic dimout fabric (figure 2). The tent was mounted in the vicinity of a PHU, typically on a covered outdoor porch area. The caregiver held the infant in a baby carrier so that the infant’s eyes were facing forward and positioned at approximately 60 cm viewing distance from a 19-Inch Acer V196L LCD monitor (resolution: 1280×1024, refresh rate: 60 Hz, response time: 5 ms, manufacturer: Acer, San Jose, California, USA) and a screen-based Tobii X3-120 eye tracker (Tobii Technology, Stockholm, Sweden). The monitor and the eye tracker were placed on a wooden desk that was custom-made to be at suitable height for the participants in the sample age range. The infants were monitored during testing via a video recorder and a baby monitor. The video recorder (Sony HDR-CX240E, Sony Electronics, San Diego, California, USA) was mounted on top of the monitor. The baby monitor (Summer Infant, Woonsocket, Rhode Island, USA) was placed next to the monitor on the desk.

During the assessment, infants were presented with short sequences of visual and audiovisual stimuli on the screen while their point of gaze in the display area was tracked (120 samples/s). The presentation of the stimuli on the screen and the synchronisation of the stimulus event data and eye-tracking data were controlled by a Python script (https://github.com/infant-cognition-tampere/drop) using Psychopy functions and a Tobii SDK plug-in. The script includes a graphical user interface that allowed the data collector to follow real-time visualisations of the stimulus presentation and eye-tracking data streams throughout the testing (figure 2). The software was run on Linux operating system (Mint 17) and a Lenovo X260 laptop computer (Lenovo, Morrisville, North Carolina, USA), and was connected to the stimulus display via an HDMI-DVI cable and to the eye tracker via an Ethernet cable and a TRENDnet 4-Port Broadband Router (TRENDnet, Torrance, California, USA). The devices used in the testing were powered by a solar-chargeable battery (GoalZero Yeti 400, NRG Energy, Houston, Texas, USA). A fully charged battery supplied power for a full day of testing.

Procedure and stimuli
A Sierra Leonian Mende-speaking data collector was trained to perform the eye-tracking assessments. The data collector seated the caregiver holding the infant in a forward-facing baby carrier such that the infant’s eyes were at the optimal distance from the eye tracker. Small variation in sitting height was adjusted for by using pillows. The data collector instructed the caregiver to turn their head and eyes to the side (~90° from the screen) and to avoid looking at the screen during the assessment. The data collector then moved outside the tent laboratory for the duration of testing while constantly monitoring the caregiver and the infant through two monitors. One monitor showed an overall view of the caregiver and the infant. The other monitor showed a visualisation of infant gaze position on the screen.

The test consisted of two sessions that lasted 3–4 min each. These sessions were composed of an alternating sequence of dynamic stimuli, including (1) calibration targets, (2) videos depicting a short (5 s) or a longer (9–15 s) dyadic social scene with faces and (3) saccade targets. A design in which calibration targets, naturalistic videos of social scenes and saccade targets were presented in an alternating sequence was used to minimise the monotony of the test sessions. The order of the stimuli was the same for all infants: (1) 3–9 calibration targets, (2) a long social scene (1), (3) five saccade targets, (4) a short social scene (1), (5) five saccade targets, (6) a long social scene (1), (7) five saccade targets, (8) a short social scene (1) and (9) five saccade targets. Infants completing the required two sessions saw a total of 6–18 calibration targets, eight blocks of five saccade targets (40 saccade targets in total) and four long and four short social scenes on each visit. Further details of the stimuli are provided below.

While the infants were viewing the stimuli on the screen, their pupil diameter, point of gaze in the display area and position of the eye in a three-dimensional user
coordinate system were recorded (120 samples/s). If the infant became restless, inattentive or fussy during the procedure, or if the eye-tracking system lost contact with the eyes, the experimenter paused the test and entered the laboratory to administer a break and/or to perform required adjustments (eg, adjusted the infant’s position).

Calibration targets
Calibration targets were short sequences of stimuli which started by the appearance of an audiovisual animation (5.7°×5.7°) in one of three locations: the centre (0°, 0°), bottom-left (−11.4°, −11.4°) or top-right (11.4°, 11.4°) corners of the display area. After the infant looked at the animation or a 3-s timeout value passed, the animation was replaced by an isoluminant white disc (1.3°×1.3°) for one second, after which the original animation reappeared in the same location and was played for another second. The targets were presented up to two times if less than 75% of the recorded point of gaze samples were valid for more than one of the targets. Calibration of the raw point-of-gaze estimates was performed using a similarity transformation estimator (https://pypi.org/project/nudged/) on samples that fell within a 9°×9° rectangle surrounding the white discs. The accuracy of the calibrated point-of-gaze estimates was verified by calculating the Euclidean distance of the corrected estimates from the location of the targets at the start of the experiment and half-way through the experiment. Similar comparisons were performed for the raw, uncalibrated point of gaze estimates, and the method that provided the lowest error was used: corrected values were superior for 88% of infants for visit 1 data and 83% for visit 2 data.

Saccade targets
Saccade targets were colourful cartoon animations of common objects (eg, fish, face, mouse, pig, soccer ball or bird), subtending a 5.7°×5.7° visual angle. Following a previous study using a similar approach, the targets were presented one at a time without onset delay so that the first target was always presented in the centre of the screen (0°, 0°), and each subsequent target in a new randomly chosen on-screen location 10° away. After appearing on screen, the animations remained paused at the first frame and the accompanying audio silenced until the infant looked at the animation (ie, the first gaze point overlapping with the target area was recorded) or a 1-s wait period elapsed. The animation was subsequently played for 2500 ms with an accompanying sound (eg, water bubbling, bird singing or animal sounds, or non-linguistic utterances). The initial stimulus was not included in analysis, as the starting position of the first saccade was unknown. Following the initial stimulus, infants saw a total of five saccade targets in one block, and a total of eight blocks on each visit. Clearly discernible, colourful animations that varied with each presentation were chosen based on infants’ known proclivity for novelty and in line with evidence showing superior response rates for this stimulus style. The stimuli were presented in blocks of five targets in the same order for all participants, but the order of the stimuli was randomised within each block. Additionally, the position of the stimulus was randomly chosen from one of two randomly ordered lists.

Social scenes
Videos depicting short social scenes were 5–15 s video recordings of two Sierra Leonian Mende-speaking female models. Two of the videos were short 5 s recordings of two different female models who looked directly at the camera, and thus the infant, and greeted the child in the child’s natural language. The other four videos were 9.5–15 s video recordings of four different models again looking at the camera while enacting a short story or a song appropriate for the participants’ age range. The videos were taken in various environments (eg, a kitchen, yard or living room area). Infants saw a total of four short videos (two repetitions per video) and four long videos (one presentation per video) on each visit. The videos were similar to those used in previous studies examining infants’ fixations to faces.

Measures
The current analyses focused on SRTs. Analyses of the eye-tracking data collected during social scene viewing will be reported separately. SRTs in infants have been variably analysed by using a fixed threshold for eye-movement velocity to detect the onset of a saccadic eye movement, by parsing the data into periods of saccades and fixations and detecting the latency of the first fixation in the target area, and by detecting the first recorded point of gaze value in the target area.

For the current study, the method based on the detection of the first recorded point of gaze in the target area was used based on prior work validating this approach for automated SRT analysis in children. We defined SRTs as the time interval from the onset of the saccade target to the first entry of the gaze into the area of the saccade target. Following the previous validation study using this approach, SRTs were extracted from data that had been filtered with a 15-sample (128 ms) median filter to remove abrupt spikes (figure 3A), in which the XY-coordinates for the two eyes had been merged by averaging (if both eyes returned a valid data point), or by using the data of one valid eye. Also, a narrow margin (0.9°) was added to the area of the target to accommodate small calibration errors (online supplemental video 1).

The extracted SRTs were regarded as valid and retained in the analyses if the following further constraints were met: (1) the starting position of the saccade was controlled so that the gaze moved from the area of the previous saccade target to the area of the new target (ie, the recorded point of gaze was within the area of the previous target for the majority of the period preceding the saccade, excluding a 50-ms transition period), (2) the analysis period did not have consecutive missing samples exceeding 100 ms, (3) a missing sample did not precede the gaze entry to the target area (ie, the exact
point of entry was known within the limits of the eye-tracking sampling frequency), (4) the SRT fell inside the commonly used expected time window starting 100 ms after target onset and ending 1000 ms after target onset. SRTs identified as outliers (2.5 SD from mean SRT) were excluded from statistical analyses, which excluded an additional 1.15% of all SRTs. These constraints were similar to those used in the previous validation study, although some parameter values were adjusted to achieve better control the starting position of the saccades and to accommodate the denser spacing of the stimuli in the current study. Further description of these adjustments and results obtained by the previously used parameters is provided in online supplemental methods and analysis and table S2.

Conventional eye-movement testing

Conventional tests included fixation, saccades and smooth pursuit. In the tests of visual fixation, a target (toy) was presented for 4 s in an alternating sequence in the child’s frontal, lower left, upper left, lower right and upper right visual field. The child’s response (fixation) was scored by using a 3-point scale where 0 indicated no fixation, 0.5 partial and 1 complete fixation of the target. In the saccade and smooth pursuit tests, the first target (a colourful rattle) was presented in the child’s field of vision at eye level, centred with respect to the child’s line of gaze and at approximately 50 cm from the child’s eyes. When the child fixated on the target, a second similar target was presented to the child’s lateral field, at the same level as the first target and approximately 50 cm to
known to have high within session stability in adults, with Spearman rank correlation for split-half subsets of the data ranging from 0.85 to 0.95. The data were analysed using the same pre-processing scripts and parameters as those used with infants.

**Anthropometric and survey procedures**

Anthropometry in infants was measured every 2 weeks. Nude weight was measured to the nearest 5 g, recumbent length was measured using a rigid limb board in duplicate to the nearest 0.1 cm, and MUAC was measured using a standard insertion tape applied to the left arm and to the nearest 0.1 cm. A socioeconomic survey was conducted with each caretaker. Anthropometric and socioeconomic data were collected on standardised clinic cards and entered into a password protected KoBoCollect database. Anthropometric indices were calculated using WHO Child Growth Standards (Anthro V.3.1, WHO, Geneva).

**Statistical testing**

For baseline characteristics in the two cohorts, categorical variables were summarised with % and compared using \( \chi^2 \) test, while continuous variables were assessed first for conformance to normality by observing their distribution. If normality was approximated, values were compared using Student’s t-test; otherwise, values were compared using Mann-Whitney U test. P values <0.05 were classified as statistically significant.

The feasibility and measurement properties of eye-tracking tests were examined by calculating descriptive statistics for calibration error, number of valid test trials available for the estimation of mean SRTs and the stability of SRTs. To examine the stability of SRTs (ie, agreement of measures across separate tests), we calculated intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) with a two-way random effects model for (1) means computed by dividing the data from visit 1 into two subsets based on odd and even numbered trials and (2) means from visits 1 and 2 (using data from the non-MAM control group). We also calculated the SD of the differences in the measures between visits 1 and 2 (SD\(_{\text{Difference}}\)), as well as an estimate of the smallest detectable difference in SRTs for individual infants (±1.96* SD\(_{\text{Difference}}\)). Change in SRT was calculated as week 4 SRT minus baseline SRT. Baseline SRT and change in SRT were compared between the two cohorts using independent samples t-test as well as ordinary least squares (OLS) regression with adjustment for age and sex. Change in SRT was also compared by supplement received using both independent samples t-test and OLS regression adjusted for age and sex. Analyses were performed using R (V.4.0.3) and SPSS (V.26.0, IBM, Armonk, New York, USA).

**RESULTS**

**Sample description**

Of the 198 infants enrolled in the substudy, 149 participated in the eye-tracking assessments at visit 1 (baseline)
and visit 2 (4 weeks post-enrolment); 11 did not participate in visit 2 testing and thus were excluded (figure 1). Of those who underwent testing, 3 infants (2%) were excluded due to discovered non-eligibility (neurological history), and 38 infants (19%) were excluded for insufficient number of valid eye-tracking test trials from visits 1 or 2 (<10 trials/visit, figure 1). Four infants (7%) in the control group developed MAM by visit 2 and were thus excluded. Baseline characteristics of the 142 children show significant differences across all anthropometric criteria between MAM and control children (table 1).

Thirty participants were enrolled in the adult control group and tested with the same paradigm as that used with infants. Twenty-five were retained in the analyses: 17 (68%) were women, with a mean age of 22 (range 18–31). One adult was excluded due to discovered non-eligibility (age >40), three for lost screening or eye-tracking data and one for <10 valid test trials.

**Eye-tracking tests**

**Measurement properties**

In both MAM and control infants, the average number of interruptions per session was <1. Descriptive statistics for calibration error, number of valid trials, probability of response to saccade targets and the within-session and between-session stability of the mean SRTs are provided in table 2. Mean calibration error in the estimates of the point of gaze was 0.9° (max=2.1°) and 1.14° (max=3.3°) horizontally and vertically, respectively. Adults contributed on average 32 valid trials for the analysis of mean SRTs (range 11–39). The rank order correlation of the SRTs for split-half subsets was high (Spearman r=0.87), and the absolute agreement of the two mean SRTs was also high (ICC=0.92, 95% CI 0.83 to 0.97, figure 3E).

**Table 2** Descriptive statistics for eye-tracking measures by group and visit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>MAM</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calibr trials V1*</td>
<td>M=5.0 (SD=1.3)</td>
<td>M=5.2 (SD=1.3)</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibr trials V2*</td>
<td>M=5.5 (SD=1.1)</td>
<td>M=5.5 (SD=1.0)</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-axis calibr error V1</td>
<td>M=0.7° (max=1.9)</td>
<td>M=0.8° (max=2.1)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-axis calibr error V2</td>
<td>M=0.7° (max=1.9)</td>
<td>M=0.6° (max=3.7)</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-axis calibr error V1</td>
<td>M=1.1° (max=3.6)</td>
<td>M=1.1° (max=4.0)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-axis calibr error V2</td>
<td>M=1.1° (max=3.8)</td>
<td>M=1.1° (max=3.6)</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRT valid trials V1</td>
<td>M=19 (range 10–31)</td>
<td>M=22 (range 10–38)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRT valid trials V2</td>
<td>M=22 (range 10–33)</td>
<td>M=23 (range 11–37)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRT response p V1</td>
<td>M=99.5% (range 88.9–100)</td>
<td>M=99.3% (range 81.3–100.0)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRT response p V2</td>
<td>M=99.4% (range 94.7–100.0)</td>
<td>M=99.2% (range 92.8–100.0)</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRT split-half ICC (V1)</td>
<td>ICC (A, 1)=0.60 (95% CI 0.37 to 0.76)</td>
<td>ICC (A, 1)=0.69 (95% CI 0.57 to 0.78)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRT test–retest ICC (V1–V2)</td>
<td>ICC (A, 1)=0.53 (95% CI 0.28 to 0.71)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Calibration data were missing for visit 1 (4 controls and 4 infants with MAM) and visit 2 (1 control and 5 MAM). ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient; MAM, moderate acute malnutrition; response p, probability of a response to the saccade target on valid trials; SRT, saccadic reaction time; V1, visit 1; V2, visit 2.

Association with nutritional status

The MAM group displayed a trend to higher unadjusted and adjusted baseline SRT compared with controls (table 3). SRT shortened in the MAM group after 4 weeks compared with controls (table 3). Changes in SRTs for individual participants are shown in figure 4. Comparison of change in SRT in infants by supplementary food group revealed a shortening of SRT in each food group compared with change in control, with the exception of CSWB (online supplemental table 3).

**Conventional oculomotor assessment**

Complete data on the conventional oculomotor assessment were available for 87 MAM children and 41 controls at visit 1 and 63 MAM and 24 controls at visit 2. Complete data from both visits were available for 57 MAM children and 19 controls.

Distribution of responses to individual observational tests assessing saccades, fixations and smooth pursuit of colourful toy objects in a naturalistic interaction situation are shown in online supplemental figure 2. The mean...
total scores did not differ between the MAM and control groups at baseline (table 4). There were also no differences in changes scores between the MAM children and the controls.

**DISCUSSION**

Eye-tracking technologies have been widely used to examine infant attention and cognitive functions in high-resource laboratory settings in Western countries. Recently, the use of this method has also been expanded to low-income countries.23 25–30 This report documents a novel use of eye-tracking in the assessment of neurocognition of infants classified as moderately wasted (experiencing MAM) before and after supplementary feeding in settings that have very few facilities and thus represent the circumstances of many resource-limited communities in Sub-Saharan Africa.

The key metric of visual orienting (mean SRT) was obtained for most infants at the first attempt of testing at two time points. Mean SRTs showed moderate levels of within-observer consistency. Relatively high data and participant attrition rates and the presence of within-subject variability in performance metrics are common findings in studies of infant cognition. The observed levels of data attrition and absolute agreement of mean SRTs within sessions and over a 4-week test–retest interval were within the range of the values reported in previous studies in controlled laboratory environments in infants (r=0.53–0.65).33 The high precision of the estimates in the adult control group suggests that the comparatively lower stability seen in infants is not due to instrument noise, but rather reflects inherent variability in infant behaviour. Together, these results suggest that there are no major barriers for wider use of eye-tracking in the field in underserved settings. However, the fact that the measures had only moderate within-subject stability in infants indicates that, as currently implemented, eye-tracking measures of visual orienting have more utility in the detection of group level differences (eg, intervention effects) than in the monitoring of neurocognitive changes and recovery in individual infants.

Our data revealed a trend toward longer SRT in infants with acute malnutrition, though the 95% CI included negligible (2 ms shorter) and much larger (27 ms longer) differences. This result may reflect that acute malnutrition is but one of many factors that impact cognition, as all participants were from environments that are disadvantaged by many measures. The mean SRTs in the current study were clearly slower than the mean SRTs typically found for infants in this age range. Direct comparisons are complicated by procedural differences between studies, but the potential difference is large: mean SRTs were 400–410 ms in the current study and a recently published study in rural Malawi,36 whereas the corresponding values in previous studies in high-resource settings have ranged from 270 to 375 ms.13 31 42 43 Further research is thus needed to determine the degree and significance of the effects of both acute and chronic malnutrition as well as other poverty-related risk factors on neurocognitive development.

As a preliminary demonstration of the potential neurocognitive benefits of supplementary feeding in MAM, our results showed a significant improvement in SRT in the MAM group after 4 weeks of supplementary feeding. This change in SRT was, however, small

---

**Table 3** Differences in baseline SRT and change in SRT in children with MAM compared with controls in unadjusted and adjusted analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control (n=46)</th>
<th>MAM (n=96)</th>
<th>Unadjusted Difference (95% CI)</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Adjusted* Difference (95% CI)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline SRT, ms</td>
<td>400.8±39.9</td>
<td>412±40.3</td>
<td>11.2 (−3 to 25.5)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>12.4 (−2 to 26.9)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in SRT, ms</td>
<td>4.6±37.2</td>
<td>−8.6±33</td>
<td>−13.2 (−25.4 to −1)</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>−14 (−26.2 to −1.7)</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are mean±SD and mean difference (95% CI). Independent samples t-test was used for unadjusted comparisons. Linear regression was used for adjusted comparisons.

*Adjusted for age and sex.

MAM, moderate acute malnutrition; SRT, saccade reaction time.

---

**Figure 4** Mean saccadic reaction times (SRTs) by visit for individual infants (grey lines). Group mean is shown by the blue line. MAM, moderate acute malnutrition.
and only evident at the group level. Changes in SRTs showed high variability in individual infants in both the MAM and control groups. The interpretation of the group-level change as indication of improvements in neurocognitive function is supported by previous data showing that specific nutritional supplements result in similar changes in SRT in high resource settings, by the established status of faster orienting as a predictive marker of cognitive function, and, lastly, by the apparent functional benefits that come from faster visual orienting. There were also no indications in the data that the differential change in SRT between the MAM and control groups reflected secondary effects arising from the targeted behaviours becoming more ‘measurable’ between the two visits (eg, the number of valid trials being disproportionately low in the MAM group on the first visit). Small sample size limited the ability to assess differential effects of the four food groups from the parent study, but the results showed a consistent effect of improvement in SRT, with the exception of CSWB. It is unclear why children receiving CSWB did not demonstrate the same effect, though it is notable that these foods were not designed for neurocognitive benefit, but rather for anthropometric growth. Despite this, the possibility remains that the size of the improvements in the MAM group may change by supplement type, and in, particular, by the use of more neurocognitively targeted nutrients.

Our study has multiple limitations. First, it is a cohort study with age-matched controls chosen as a convenience sample and so remains open to confounding factors impacting the results and interpretation. Second, the saccade reaction time methodology requires a minimum number of successful tests, which led to the exclusion of approximately 25% of the initial sample. It is possible these children systematically differed from those included and thus might have altered results. Third, we used different saccade targets on every trial to maximise the interest value of the stimuli. A trade-off of this decision was that some of the variability in SRTs may have resulted from the varying physical and semantic properties of the stimuli. Fourth, while an improvement in SRT was found at group level, the presence of this effect was small and highly variable between individual infants. Fifth, this study was performed in one district in Sierra Leone and so the degree of generalisability is uncertain. Additionally, the novel method limits comparisons to testing done previously in other settings, and so the significance of the results remains unclear.

The study also has multiple strengths. Testing each child twice allowed for assessment of both precision in the testing and changes over time. The control infant group was appropriately age-matched and significantly different than the MAM children across all anthropometrics. The adult control group allowed for parsing the contributions of methodology and individual factors to variability.

Taken together, this study demonstrates that visual orienting can be successfully assessed by eye-tracking in infants in resource-poor settings. This technique offers the potential to investigate the acute cognitive dimensions of malnutrition and its myriad effects on development robustly. The combination of its lack of relation to standard anthropometrics and its apparent responsiveness to supplemental feeding in acute malnutrition suggest it might be shedding light on a different aspect of malnutrition.

**Table 4** Aggregate scores in the conventional tests of oculomotor function in children with MAM compared with controls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>MAM</th>
<th>Unadjusted</th>
<th>Adjusted*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Difference (95% CI)</td>
<td>P value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline score</td>
<td>0.75±0.19*</td>
<td>0.75±0.15†</td>
<td>0.00 (−0.07 to 0.06)</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in score</td>
<td>−0.04±0.16‡</td>
<td>−0.07±0.18§</td>
<td>−0.03 (−0.05 to 0.12)</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are mean±SD and mean difference (95% CI). Independent samples t-test was used for unadjusted comparisons. Linear regression was used for adjusted comparisons.

* n=41.
† n=87.
‡ n=63.
§ n=63.
¶ Adjusted for age and sex.

MAM, moderate acute malnutrition; SRT, saccade reaction time.
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